Stone operates a one-way system. Follow the signs to Leek (A520) through Stone, when you reach the traffic lights at Langtrys pub, turn left, then first right onto Oulton Road, the ABB entrance is the third turn on the right.

Please report to security on arrival.
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ABB University (UK)
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+ 44 1785 285939
From the North (car)
Leave the M6 at Junction 15, join the A500 and follow signs for Stone A34. Follow the A34 dual carriageway south for approx 5 miles and you will reach a roundabout with a Shell Petrol Station, at this roundabout take 1st exit to Stone Town Centre A520 and join the one-way system. Follow the signs to Leek (A520) through Stone, when you reach the traffic lights at Langtrys pub, turn left, then first right onto Oulton Road, the ABB entrance is the third turn on the right.

Please report to security on arrival.

From The South (car)
Leave the M6 at junction 14, and follow signs for Stone A34. This will take you approx 7 miles north on a dual carriageway. You will reach a roundabout with a Shell Petrol Station, at this roundabout take 3rd exit to Stone Town Centre A520 and join the one-way system. Follow the signs to Leek (A520) through Stone, when you reach the traffic lights at Langtrys pub, turn left, then first right onto Oulton Road, the ABB entrance is the third turn on the right.

Please report to security on arrival.
From The East (car)
Leave the A50 and follow signs for Stone A520. Follow this road for approx 5 miles until you reach the traffic lights at Langtry's pub. Turn right and then first right onto Oulton Road, the ABB entrance is the third turn on the right.

Please report to security on arrival

From The Train Station
Follow the road from the train station and cross straight over to follow Tunley Street/Kings Avenue (keeping the train tracks on your left.) Once you meet the main road, turn left over the bridge to the traffic lights. Turn left at the traffic lights into Oulton road and take the next immediate right to continue on Oulton road. The ABB entrance is the third turn on the right approx 120metres.

Please report to security on arrival